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Picwell Usage

2229
unique users*

*Unique users are the number of users that clicked “Get Started”.

14000
eligible population

15.9%
approximate 

utilization

74.2% (1654) 
received a 
recommendation



What do Picwell users look like?

These graphs show the breakdown of Picwell users by the age and gender of the employee/policyholder
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What do Picwell users look like?

Here’s how Picwell usage was split between individual and family coverage
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What do Picwell users look like?

Here’s how your employees responded to the questions about risk aversion

We ask Picwell users whether they prefer to pay less (or more) in premiums if it means that they pay more (or less) if they needed medical care 

under two scenarios: one where the probability of needing care is low and one where it is high.

● If people prefer to pay less in both scenarios, this means that they have LOW level risk aversion.

● If people prefer to pay less when the probability is low but more when the probability is high, they have a MEDIUM level of risk aversion.

● If people prefer to pay more in both scenarios, this means that they have a HIGH level of risk aversion.

People with higher levels of risk aversion are willing to pay more for extra insurance coverage.
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What do Picwell users look like?

Here is how your employees responded when we asked how much they could afford to pay if they needed 

unexpected medical care
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What do Picwell users look like?

Here’s a breakdown of the number of prescriptions per household among employees who used Picwell
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How did people use Picwell DX?

The typical user spent…

4 min 0 seconds
evaluating their health plans

3 min 58 seconds
determining their HSA contribution

1 min 12 seconds
evaluating their supplemental plans

3 min 59 seconds
to receive a Health Plan 

recommendation74% (1654) 
received a 
recommendation

25% (418) used 
Picwell’s HSA tool, 
Interactive HSA



What do Picwell recommendations look like?

Here’s how Picwell rated the plans that you offered, by color tier

Picwell assigns plans to the Green color tier if they are likely to be a good value, based on each households 
needs and preferences.  Plans on the Yellow tier are fair values and plans on the Red tier are poor values. The 
Dark Green color indicates the subset of Green plans that Picwell ranked as the best plan.

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 4 Plan 5 Plan 6



Enrollment Insights

Here is the breakdown of the plans that your employees indicated that they would enroll in, by color tier

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 4 Plan 5



HSA Contribution Insights

Here’s how Picwell users indicated that they would contribute to their HSA

15%
used short-term HSA planning

2%
used long-term HSA planning



Supplemental Benefits - Interest

These are the Supplemental Benefits that your users were most interested in viewing



Supplemental Benefits - Dental

Here’s how your employees indicated they would enroll in the different plans

Plan 1

Plan 2

Plan 3

Plan 4

Plan 5



Survey Feedback

Average score: 4 out of 5

80 employees that used Picwell responded to the survey on the Review page.


